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Editorial   

Urgent need to encourage Indian journals and insect research catering to 

Natural Farming 

Insect Environment has completed 25 glorious years, thanks to authors and 

readers. This is the only timely and popular insect journal which reaches >6000 readers globally 

every quarter from India. Our weekly blogs are highly appreciated by several global universities, 

ICAR, FAO, Plant Quarantine etc. This is the only insect picture journal which publishes a separate 

LENS section.  

Now, to more on research writing. There are many kinds of life sciences research-writers. Some 

write because they need to get a PDF or an entry into a job or get the next promotion in their 

careers. These people strain, struggle, sweat and manage to squeeze into an “impact factor journal,” 

mostly controlled by business houses, as promotions are unfortunately based on ‘impact factor”. 

The “impact” journals seem to “encourage” mostly bio-molecular studies which demand extensive 

use of costly chemicals or equally expensive elaborate statistical labyrinthine packages that only 

make the data knotty, but in both these cases, chemical providers and statistical package creators 

gain and so perhaps, the paid international publishing business too.   

Then there are some who don’t write at all. These are the ‘post-promotees’, now ensconced in 

comfy chairs. Of course, they tend to lean on students who need to write and thus get authorship. 

The above categories of course love and appreciate IE! 

Against this backdrop I am happy to say all the authors of Insect Environment write truly to satiate 

their insect passions. These entomologists are ‘enthu’ students, or echt entomologists- the insect-

net waving or hand lens carrying type, or amateur insect-watchers or picture capturers. Then there 

are those who write to inform, educate, or extend to public and farmers, who are also our readers. 

Publication of single theme monographs by a single author is a dying art. Today thanks to the huge 

cost of publishing, especially by business predatory journals, but with “impact”, author ‘teams’ 
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are fast emerging. Such journals, thanks to their “impact” clout, command the publication market. 

Each paper may thus have five to even 20 authors (!), who share the dollar page price among them. 

Even those who are unrelated to the subject would be in the ‘author’ subject line sometimes, of 

course without “conflict of interest”!- an euphemisim for oneness in scientific mind!! Earlier these 

‘less related authors’ would have found a mention only in the acknowledgments.    

This is an interesting and viable ‘understanding’ of an author guild all of whom would gain the 

next strata of career advancement. 

A paper once published is sold to readers at a high dollar price! While all articles in our journal 

are free downloads. 

Then there are those who publish very useful papers which contextualize on topical science useful 

to farmers and lay public. These papers have no pretense of elaborate and confusing statistics or 

machine-generated “chemical profiles” or “sequences”. These papers are directly very useful to 

farmers and stakeholders and their inferences lead to adoptable technologies or products. These 

plant health studies will perforce be agronomic, field-oriented, and public-useful, ecological, input 

screening with less jargons and pretense to high-tech that only journals like ours will entertain 

them. Even if they get published in some of the best Indian journals, but without impact factor, 

authors don’t get to benefit in career advancement.  One journal, in point for example, I quote is 

the Pest management in Horticultural Ecosystem. An excellent Grade A journal. Yet it has a 

NAAS rating of 5+ only and I know it is not the first preference for many serious and young 

authors. But in this journal “Farmer Impact” papers are several. The need of the hour is to generate 

scientific basis, products and technologies which will promote Natural Farming as being 

emphasized by our Prime Minister. Natural Farming requires data generated on scientific field 

observations with emphasis on traditional plant protection and these research findings bereft of 

machine generated data and confusing graphs may not find a place in “impact” journals. It is a 

happy augury, in this context that Dr S K Singh, Director, ICAR-IIHR is embarking on Natural 

Farming research in horticulture (ICAR-IIHR Newsletter, Volume 45, July-December, 2022.) 

Papers emanating from this research should entail special ‘marks’ for career advancement, if 

rejected by “impact” journals or published in non-impact journals. 
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In fact, our suggestion for promotions and career advancements is that the screening committees 

should give weightages to papers with high applied science impact, based on usefulness and 

immediate adoptability to the stakeholders like farmers, irrespective of which journal the paper 

is published. There are several journals in India managed well by scientific societies, universities, 

institutes, etc., and their standards are high though not impacted by “Impact Factor”- which is a 

different ball game.  This way contribution of entomology/science to farmers and stakeholders or 

even public would increase, as young researchers can be attracted to such applied sciences. Here I 

am happy that UGC has taken off the prerequisite of publishing two pre-PhD research papers.  

Insect Environment as a concept is evolving into a unique journal with high energy, bracing as it 

were through the natural history of insects. We, realize that we are indeed an important hub in the 

documentation of insect history with our web alert blogs and photos. Many have told us that 

journals like IE with interactive web, encompassing professionals, college students, amateurs and 

even the lay public, is the new generation approach in insect journalism. As we begin 2023, we 

encourage you to be part of this “insect movement”, by being writers with passion for entomology 

who truly wish to communicate for science’s sake and inform for knowledge advancement’s sake 

than a self-interest driven portfolio.  

With a sense of pride and team spirit encased in humility, my edit team and I, place Volume 26 

(1) March 2023 on your systems.  Happy browsing! 

 

Dr Abraham Verghese 

Editor-in-Chief 

  




